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Abstract. Since its discovery, green fluorescent protein �GFP� and its
variants have proven to be a good and convenient fluorescent label
for proteins: GFP and other visible fluorescent proteins �VFPs� can be
fused selectively to the protein of interest by simple cloning tech-
niques and develop fluorescence without additional cofactors. Among
the steadily growing collection of VFPs, several pairs can be chosen
that can serve as donor and acceptor fluorophores in Förster reso-
nance energy transfer �FRET� experiments. Among them, the cyan
fluorescent proteins �ECFP/Cerulean� and the enhanced yellow fluo-
rescent protein �EYFP� are most commonly used. We show that ECFP
and Cerulean have some disadvantages despite their common use:
Upon irradiation with light intensities that are commonly used for
intensity- and lifetime-based FRET measurements, both the fluores-
cence intensity and the fluorescence lifetime of ECFP and Cerulean
decrease. This can hamper both intensity- and lifetime-based FRET
measurements and emphasizes the need for control measurements to
exclude these artifacts. © 2008 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction
ince its discovery1 in the jellyfish Aequorea victoria and the
loning of the gene,2–4 green fluorescent protein �GFP� has
roven to be a valuable tool for labeling proteins: instead of
abeling the proteins directly, the genetic code of GFP or of
ne of its variants is fused by simple cloning techniques to the
equence of the protein of interest. Upon expression of the
rotein, the fluorescent tag is also expressed and develops
uorescence without additional cofactors.5 As opposed to
lassical labeling techniques involving fluorescent dyes, pro-
eins of interest can be labeled selectively in this way. Be-
ause of this and their ease of application, visible fluorescent
roteins �VFPs� have been widely used to study the subcellu-
ar localization and trafficking of proteins. For the same rea-
on, VFPs are also employed extensively in fluorescence reso-
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nance energy transfer �FRET� experiments to detect and trace
protein-protein interactions in living cells. When the proteins
of interest interact, donor and acceptor fluorophores are
brought into close vicinity so that the donor can transmit its
excitation energy to the acceptor. As a result, both the inten-
sity and the lifetime of the donor fluorescence decrease,
whereas the intensity of the acceptor emission increases.6 This
offers several approaches to determine FRET efficiency on
the stage of a fluorescence microscope: One is to detect
changes in the intensity of donor and acceptor emission,7,8 the
other is to measure changes in the lifetime of the donor
molecule.9,10 One important advantage of the latter approach
is that fluorescence lifetimes are independent of the actual
protein concentrations. Therefore, control measurements can
be obtained from different cells. Moreover the fluorescence
decay offers additional information that can be used to calcu-
late the relative fractions of free and associated donor
molecules.11

As opposed to the well-established biochemical methods,
microscopic techniques that exploit FRET between VFPs are

1083-3668/2008/13�3�/031205/9/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
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ble not only to detect but also to track protein-protein inter-
ctions in living cells. When and where proteins associate
ith each other in living cells are key questions in many
iological research areas, and the preceding techniques have
he power to provide answers to many of these questions. By
isualizing protein-protein interactions within a cell, it might
e possible to disentangle the complex network of interacting
roteins and to gain an understanding of how the activity of
roteins in the complex machinery of a cell is regulated by
nteracting proteins.

To conduct reliable measurements of the FRET efficiency
etween interacting proteins, however, not only a sophisti-
ated setup but also bright and stable fluorescent labels are
ssential. The latter factor becomes increasingly important in
xperiments, where protein-protein interactions are traced
ver longer observation periods. Nowadays, a remarkable set
f fluorescent proteins covering the entire visible spectrum is
vailable.12 From this collection, donor and acceptor fluoro-
hores have to be chosen such that the emission spectrum of
he donor and the absorption spectrum of the acceptor overlap
o a certain extent, which is a prerequisite for FRET to occur.
t the same time, the overlap between the donor and acceptor

mission spectra should be as low as possible to minimize the
ross-talk between donor and acceptor detection channels.
hese requirements narrow the choice of suitable fluorescent
onor-acceptor pairs. Among them, the enhanced cyan fluo-
escent protein �ECFP� and the enhanced yellow fluorescent
rotein �EYFP� are very popular.13,14 For intensity-based
RET measurements, ECFP and EYFP can be easily excited
ith a mercury lamp and appropriate filter sets or with the
58 nm and 514 nm line of an Argon laser. With a
itanium:sapphire laser, ECFP can be excited by two-photon
xcitation, or the second harmonic of the laser beam can be
sed for one-photon excitation. The high repetition rate and
he short pulse width �100 to 200 fs� of this laser makes it an
xcellent excitation source for lifetime-based FRET measure-
ents as well.
In this paper, we show that FRET measurements involving

uorescent proteins need to be evaluated carefully, especially
hen ECFP is used as a donor fluorophore, since pho-

obleaching and/or photoconversion can bias the results con-
iderably. We studied these effects with a streak camera sys-
em that was connected to one of the detection channels of our
onfocal microscope. This system allowed us to record the
uorescence decays in a spectrally resolved manner.15 To fol-

ow up changes in the emission properties of the fluorescent
roteins during the course of the experiment, data were re-
orded in the so-called dynamic photon counting �dpc� mode.
hese data can be used for an offline analysis of the photon
ounting streak images as a function of irradiation time.
hanges in both the spectra and the fluorescence decay of
CFP, which might occur upon irradiation, can be detected in

his way. The results obtained for ECFP are compared with
erulean, an ECFP variant that has been recently

ntroduced.16
ournal of Biomedical Optics 031205-
2 Methods
2.1 DNA Vector Preparation, Transfection, and Cell

Culture
The plasmid encoding for ECFP �pECFP-C1� was obtained
from Clontech �Clontech, Mountain View, California�.
pCerulean-C1 was designed by mutating pECFP-C1 at the
following residues: S72A, Y145A, and H148D, according to
Rizzo et al.16 The plasmid encoding the EYFP-Cerulean hy-
brid protein was constructed as described earlier,11 and the
plasmid encoding the EYFP-ECFP hybrid protein was created
in the same way. Restriction and sequencing analysis con-
firmed the correctness of both fusion constructs.

HEK293 cells were transfected using the conventional cal-
cium phosphate precipitation technique and grown on cover-
slips. For confocal imaging and lifetime measurements, the
coverslips were transferred to a microscope chamber that was
superfused with phosphate buffered saline solution �PBS�
containing �in mmol l−1�: NaCl 137, KCl 2.7, Na2HPO4 6.5,
KH2PO4 1.5, pH 7.4.

2.2 Isolation of Fluorescent Proteins
Fluorescent proteins were expressed as soluble N-terminal
hexa-His-tag fusions under control of an
isopropyl-�-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside �IPTG� inducible pro-
moter �pET16b vector� in E. coli BL21 �DE3�. After cell lysis
by ultrasonication, proteins were purified by metal chelate
affinity chromatography �His-trap HP, Amersham�, eluted
with 250 mM imidazole, and dialyzed against a sodium phos-
phate buffer �50 mM NaH2PO4, 300 mM NaCl, pH 7.4� and
diluted to a final concentration of 20 �M.

To investigate the effects of irradiation on the isolated pro-
teins, the diluted protein solution was filled into capillaries
with an inner diameter of 150 �m �Hilgenberg, Malsfeld,
Germany�. The droplets were small enough so that they could
be scanned completely by our laser scanning microscope
�LSM�. To prevent evaporation during the course of the ex-
periment, the capillaries were sealed with modeling clay.

2.3 Experimental Setup
A scheme of the setup used in this study is shown in Fig. 1�a�.
It consists of a laser scanning microscope �LSM-510, Carl
Zeiss GmbH, Jena, Germany�, a polychromator �250is,
Chromex Inc., Albuquerque, New Mexico�, and a streak cam-
era �C5680 with a M5677 sweep unit, Hamamatsu Photonics
Deutschland GmbH, Herrsching, Germany�. The sample was
excited by ultrashort light pulses that were generated by a
mode-locked Titanium:Sapphire laser �Mira 900, Coherent
GmbH, Dieburg, Germany� pumped by a 5 W, continuous-
wave, frequency-doubled Nd:YVO4 laser �5 W Verdi, Co-
herent�. For measurements in cells, a pulse picker �Model
9200, Coherent� was used to decrease the frequency of the
laser pulses to 2 MHz, the maximum repetition rate of the
single-sweep unit of our streak camera. Isolated fluorescent
proteins in capillaries were, however, exposed to the full rep-
etition rate of the Titanium:Sapphire laser �78 MHz�, while
streak images were still acquired with a repetition rate of
2 MHz. In this way, we could follow up the effects of irra-
diation in a reasonable period of time despite the relatively
large volume of the solution in the capillaries.
May/June 2008 � Vol. 13�3�2
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The second harmonic �430 nm� of the pulse-picked or un-
odified laser beam was generated by a �-barium borate

BBO� crystal. The beam was directed to the scan head of the
onfocal microscope. Cells were imaged with a 40�
-Apochromat water immersion objective �NA 1.20, Zeiss�;
apillaries were imaged with a 10� C-Apochromat water im-
ersion objective �NA 0.45, Zeiss�.
To measure the laser power in the focal plane, the diffuser

nd the sensor cell of a commercial power meter head �Field-
aster with LM2 head, Coherent� were removed and attached

o a coverslip, which could be mounted in the same type of
hamber we used for the confocal measurements of living
ells. The active area of the sensor was large enough to collect
ll the light exiting the pupil of the objective. Comparison
ith a calibrated power meter showed that the power mea-

urement with the modified power head was accurate.
For experiments in cells, the intensity of the laser beam

2 MHz� was attenuated by a neutral density filter so that the
ower in the focal plane was 1.0 �W. This beam was used to
can the sample continuously. The pixel dwell time was
.4 �s. These settings correspond to settings that are used for
uorescence lifetime imaging experiments. For experiments

n capillaries, the intensity of the laser beam �78 MHz� was
djusted with the neutral density filter so that the power in the
ocal plane was 100 �W. The region of interest �ROI� that
as chosen for bleaching had a height of 10 pixels �18 �m�

ig. 1 �a� Setup: A Titanium:Sapphire laser that is pumped by a 5-W,
xperiments in cells �green lines�, the repetition rate is decreased by
or experiments in capillaries, the pulse picker is bypassed �red lines�,
aser. The second harmonic is generated by a BBO crystal and directe
ight is collected by the water immersion objective, fed back through t
ight is coupled into an optical fiber and directed to a polychromator,
he dispersed spectrum is focused onto the entrance slit of the strea
easured is focused onto the photocathode of the streak tube, where p

ccelerating electrode, pass through a pair of deflection plates, are mu
treak tube, where they are converted to an optical image, the so-calle
lectrodes, a voltage ramp is applied so that the electrons are swept fr
creen in a position close to the top of the screen, while those electro
he screen. Hence, the time at which a photon left the sample can be
he horizontal position of the photoelectron depends on the wavelen
pectrum onto the photocathode. The streak image is read out by a
uorescence spectrum can be obtained by summing up fluorescen
ntensities versus the wavelength �horizontal axis�. Accordingly, the
ntensities in the wavelength region of interest and plotting the resultin
ermission from Nature Biotechnology �Ref. 15�.�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 031205-
and a length that was equal to the full width of an image �512
pixel, 921.4 �m�. The ROI was kept constant in all experi-
ments and always positioned in the middle of the capillary so
that all experiments are comparable to each other. The drop-
lets were small enough so that the full length of the droplet
was always scanned and exposed to the Titanium:Sapphire
laser beam, which excludes the possibility that the measure-
ment was biased by axial diffusion of ECFP or Cerulean from
unexposed parts of the capillaries �Fig. 3�a��. The scanning
speed was adjusted such that the pixel dwell time was 6.4 �s.

In both in vivo and in vitro experiments, the fluorescence
emitted by the sample was collected by the water immersion
objective, fed back through the scan head, and guided to one
of the confocal channels. Here, the emitted light was coupled
into an optical fiber and directed to a polychromator. The
polychromator spread the incident light along the horizontal
axis and focused it on the entrance slit of the streak camera.
The operation principle of the streak camera is explained in
more detail in Fig. 1�b�.15,17 In brief, incoming photons hit the
photocathode, where they are converted to photoelectrons.
The photoelectrons are accelerated by the accelerating elec-
trode, pass through a pair of deflection plates, are multiplied
in a multichannel plate �MCP� and hit a phosphor screen,
where they are reconverted to an optical image, the so-called
streak image. At the instant the photoelectrons pass through
the deflection electrodes, a voltage ramp is applied so that the

ncy-doubled Nd:YVO4 laser is used as pulsed excitation source. For
picker to the maximal repetition rate �2 MHz� of the streak camera.

e sample is exposed to the full repetition rate of the Titanium:Sapphire
he scan head of the laser scanning microscope. Emitted fluorescence
head, and guided to one of the confocal channels. Here, the emitted
it is dispersed along the horizontal axis according to its wavelength.
ra. �b� Operating principle of a streak camera: The light pulse to be
are converted to electrons. The photoelectrons are accelerated by the
in a micro-channel plate �MCP�, and hit the phosphor screen of the

k image. At the instant the photoelectrons pass through the deflection
to bottom. Electrons generated at earlier times arrive at the phosphor
are generated at later times arrive at a position close to the bottom of
ined by the vertical position of the photoelectron in the streak image.
the incident light pulse, since a spectrograph was used to focus the
camera and transferred to a computer. From the streak image, the

nsities along the time axis �vertical axis� and plotting the resulting
scence decay curve can be obtained by summing the fluorescence
sities versus the time axis. �Color online only.� �Figure reprinted with
freque
a pulse
and th
d into t
he scan
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ltiplied
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lectrons are “swept” from top to bottom. Electrons leaving
he photocathode at earlier times arrive at the phosphor screen
n a position close to the top, whereas those electrons that
eave the photocathode at a later time arrive at a position
loser to the bottom. Thus, the vertical position of a spot
epends on the time at which the photoelectron has left the
hotocathode; the horizontal position depends on the wave-
ength of the incident photon, because a spectrograph was
sed to focus the spectrum onto the streak-camera entrance
lit. The streak images are read out by a CCD camera and
ransferred in 111-ms intervals to a computer, where they are
ccumulated to yield the final photon counting streak images.
n parallel, detected photons were recorded in dynamic pho-
on counting �dpc� files, in which photons are saved with a
ime tag allowing for a detailed time-dependent analysis of
oth the spectrum and the fluorescence decays during the
easurement period.

.4 Data Analysis
o visualize and evaluate changes, which occur during irra-
iation, streak images were reconstructed in 5-min time inter-
als from the dpc files. From these streak images, fluores-
ence spectra and fluorescence decays were extracted, as
hown in Fig. 1�b�. Fluorescence decays were evaluated using
he “iterative reconvolution method” and a modified
aussian-Newtonian algorithm to approximate the parameters
f a mono- or biexponential model. All steps of the analysis
ere performed using our own software, which was devel-
ped using MATLAB �MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts�.
he goodness of the fit was judged by the value of the re-
uced �v

2.
Since, in most cases, a biexponential model had to be cho-

en to fit the data adequately, we decided to fit all data to a
iexponential model to better quantify the acceleration of the
uorescence decay upon irradiation. To facilitate the direct
omparison of the data, amplitude-weighted mean lifetimes
�m� were calculated from the parameters of the biexponential
t according to:

�m = Af� f + As�s, �1�

here Af and As are the relative amplitudes of the fast �� f�
nd slow ��s� lifetime component, respectively.18 �m is equal
o the area under the �normalized� fluorescence decay curve. It
an also be regarded as a measure for the intensity one would
ave observed in an intensity-based FRET experiment.

The FRET efficiency is defined as the fraction of energy
bsorbed by the donor that is transferred to the acceptor. It is
iven by the ratio between the energy transfer rate and the
otal fluorescence decay rate of the donor. It can be calculated
y comparing the fluorescence intensity �IDA� or fluorescence
ifetime ��DA� of the donor in presence of an acceptor with the
uorescence intensity �ID� or fluorescence lifetime ��D� of the
onor in absence of an acceptor:

E = 1 −
IDA

ID
, �2�

E = 1 −
�DA

�
. �3�
D

ournal of Biomedical Optics 031205-
In an ideal scenario, the donor fluorophore employed in
FRET experiments exhibits a monoexponential fluorescence
decay. Then, in the presence of an interaction partner labeled
with an appropriate acceptor fluorophore, one would observe
a biexponential fluorescence decay, in which the fast lifetime
component �� f� could be attributed to the fraction of interact-
ing donor molecules whose lifetime is quenched by FRET.
The slow lifetime component ��s� would be caused by free,
noninteracting donor molecules and should be close to the
control values obtained in absence of the acceptor.11,19 In this
case, the FRET efficiency of a donor-acceptor pair would
have been calculated by relating the fast lifetime component
of the biexponential fit to the donor fluorescence lifetime ob-
tained in control measurements.

In this study, however, we show that fluorescence lifetimes
of ECFP and Cerulean decrease upon prolonged irradiation
and exhibit a pronounced biexponential fluorescence decay.
To better describe the fluorescence decay and quantify the
area under the decay curve, we used the amplitude weighted
mean lifetimes ��m� for calculating the “apparent” FRET ef-
ficiency. This approach is justified in so far as we do not
investigate a mixed system of interacting and noninteracting
donor molecules: Cells express either the donor molecules
alone or hybrid proteins, in which donor and acceptor are
covalently linked to each other. Thus, only one population of
donor molecules exists. The one and only aim of this ap-
proach is to demonstrate the errors one can make when the
observed decrease in the fluorescence lifetime is erroneously
attributed to FRET.

3 Results
3.1 Streak Camera Measurements of ECFP and

Cerulean
To investigate the changes in the photophysical properties of
ECFP and Cerulean induced by irradiation, we expressed
ECFP and Cerulean in HEK293 cells and scanned the cells
continuously on the stage of a confocal microscope with the
pulse-picked �2 MHz� and frequency-doubled laser beam ��
=430 nm�. The intensity was attenuated by a neutral density
filter so that the power in the focal plane was 1.0 �W. These
settings correspond to settings that are used for fluorescence
lifetime imaging experiments. Figure 2�b� shows streak im-
ages of ECFP �upper panel� and Cerulean �lower panel� that
have been obtained during an acquisition period of 25 min. In
addition to the streak images, so-called dynamic photon
counting �dpc� files were recorded, in which each detected
photon is saved with a time tag along with its wavelength and
time coordinates. This information can be used to follow up in
an offline analysis the total number of emitted photons as a
function of time, or to recover streak images, fluorescence
spectra, or fluorescence decays in any time intervals of inter-
est. Figures 2�c� and 2�e� show an overlay of spectra and
fluorescence decays, respectively, that have been recon-
structed from the dpc data in 5-min intervals. The overlay of
the fluorescence spectra of ECFP �Fig. 2�c�, upper panel�
shows that the amplitude of the fluorescence spectra de-
creased during the course of the experiment. Superposition of
the normalized fluorescence decays �Fig. 2�e�, upper panel�
shows that the fluorescence decay also underwent changes
during the course of the experiment. It was accelerated upon
May/June 2008 � Vol. 13�3�4
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rolonged irradiation. In the example shown, the mean life-
ime decreased by 19% from �m �5 min�=2.29 ns to

m �10 min�=1.85 ns and further down to �m �25 min�
1.44 ns. In a series of eight experiments, the mean fluores-

ence lifetime decreased from �m �5 min�= �2.33�0.19� ns
o �m �25 min�= �1.28�0.22� ns.

Cerulean �Fig. 2, lower row� showed a similar behavior,
lthough the changes in the fluorescence spectra �Fig. 2�c�,
ower row� were not so pronounced as in the ECFP spectra.
lso, the fluorescence decay curves were accelerated upon
rolonged irradiation. In the example shown, the mean life-
ime decreased by 22% from �m �5 min�=2.96 ns to

m �10 min�=2.32 ns and further down to �m �25 min�
1.71 ns. In a series of nine experiments, the mean fluores-

ence lifetime decreased from �m �5 min�= �2.66�0.13� ns
o �m �25 min�= �1.52�0.25� ns.

These results could be confirmed for ECFP and Cerulean
hat were expressed as N-terminal His-tag fusions in E. coli
nd purified by nickel affinity chromatography. The purified
roteins were diluted with PBS to a final concentration of
0 �M. A small aliquot of this solution was filled into a cap-
llary with an inner diameter of 150 �m and imaged on the
tage of our confocal microscope. To better observe the ef-
ects of irradiation despite the bigger volume, the sample was
xposed to the full repetition rate of the Titanium:Sapphire
aser. The intensity was adjusted so that the power in the focal
lane was 100 �W. The pixel dwell time was set to 6.4 �s.
gain, ECFP exhibited a decrease in both fluorescence inten-

ity and fluorescence lifetime upon irradiation �Fig. 3, upper
ow�. Here, the mean fluorescence lifetime decreased by 23%
rom � �5 min�=2.20 ns to � �30 min�=1.70 ns after

ig. 2 Analysis of streak images obtained from HEK293 cells expressin
upper panel� and Cerulean �lower panel�. �b� Streak images obtaine
hoton that was detected during the measurement. The x coordinate
fter the excitation pulse. Counts per pixel are encoded by color rangi
c� Fluorescence emission spectra of ECFP �upper panel� and Cerulea

min: dark blue; 5 to 10 min: light blue; 10 to 15 min: cyan; 15 to 20
een reconstructed from the respective dpc files. All spectra have bee
d� Time course of the fluorescence intensity of ECFP �upper panel� an
ounts in the wavelength range from 465 nm to 495 nm have been bin
t the beginning of the recording. �e� Fit of the fluorescence decay c
ange from 465 to 495 nm obtained in 5-min time intervals �from top
5 to 20 min: green; 20 to 25 min: orange�. The fluorescence decay
omparison of the decay kinetics, all curves have been normalized w
m m

ournal of Biomedical Optics 031205-
30-min exposure. In a series of eight experiments, the mean
fluorescence lifetime decreased from �m �5 min�
= �2.19�0.11� ns to �m �30 min�= �1.64�0.06� ns.

Under the same conditions, Cerulean �Fig. 3, lower row�
exhibits similar changes. In the example shown, the mean
fluorescence lifetime changed by 23% from �m �5 min�
=2.89 ns at the beginning to �m �30 min�=2.23 ns at the end
of the experiment. In a series of nine experiments, the mean
fluorescence lifetime decreased from �m �5 min�
= �2.86�0.09� ns to �m �30 min�= �2.19�0.18� ns.

3.2 Streak Camera Measurements of Hybrid Proteins
The fluorescence decays measured in cells or in the capillary
show that ECFP and Cerulean are not ideal donor molecules
in experiments, where FRET efficiency is monitored over a
longer observation period: In intensity-based estimates of the
FRET efficiency, the decrease in fluorescence intensity would
be erroneously attributed to FRET. Likewise, the decrease in
the ECFP lifetime might invalidate measurements of the do-
nor fluorescence lifetime. To demonstrate how an estimate of
FRET can be biased by prolonged irradiation, we constructed
an EYFP–Cerulean hybrid protein, in which the donor fluoro-
phore �e.g., ECFP or Cerulean� and the acceptor fluorophore
�e.g., EYFP� were closely linked by a short sequence of 10
amino acids �see Sec. 2.1�. Figure 4�b� shows the streak im-
ages obtained from Hek293 cells expressing these hybrid pro-
teins. Comparison with the respective streak images from
cells expressing only the donor molecules �Fig. 2�b�� shows
that the donor �ECFP or Cerulean� fluorescence signal in the
wavelength range between 465 and 495 nm is decreased,
whereas the acceptor �EYFP� fluorescence between 510 and

and Cerulean. �a� Confocal image of HEK293 cells expressing ECFP
the cells shown in �a�. Each dot in the streak image represents one

rmined by its wavelength, and the y coordinate depends on the time
black �no counts� through green and yellow to red �high count rate�.

er panel� obtained in 5-min time intervals �from top to bottom: 0 to
reen; 20 to 25 min: orange�. The fluorescence emission spectra have
alized with respect to the peak of the respective emission spectrum.
lean �lower panel� in the wavelength range from 465 nm to 495 nm.
1-min intervals and normalized with respect to the highest count rate
f ECFP �upper panel� and Cerulean �lower panel� in the wavelength
m: 0 to 5 min: dark blue; 5 to 10 min: light blue; 10 to 15 min: cyan;
have been reconstructed from the respective dpc files. To facilitate

pect to their maximum. �Color online only.�
g ECFP
d from
is dete
ng from
n �low
min: g

n norm
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ned in
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40 nm is increased. This is also demonstrated by the spec-
rum �Fig. 4�c�� and the fluorescence decays �Fig. 4�e�� that
ere reconstructed from the respective dpc files. Compared to

he spectrum of ECFP or Cerulean, the emission peak of the
uorescence spectrum of the EYFP–ECFP and the EYFP–
erulean hybrid protein was shifted toward acceptor emission
avelengths, and the fluorescence decay of the ECFP and
erulean moiety in the hybrid protein was accelerated. Com-

ig. 3 Analysis of streak images obtained from isolated ECFP and Ceru
nd Cerulean solution �lower panel�. �b� Streak images obtained from t
anel� and Cerulean �lower panel� obtained in 5-min time intervals
5 min: cyan; 15 to 20 min green; 20 to 25 min: orange; 25 to 30 m
nd Cerulean �lower panel� in the wavelength range from 465 to 49
lower panel� in the wavelength range from 465 nm to 495 nm obtain
ave been processed as described in Fig. 2. �Color online only.�

ig. 4 Analysis of streak images obtained from HEK293 cells expressi
EK293 cells expressing the EYFP-ECFP hybrid protein �upper pane
btained from the cells shown in �a�. The comparison with the streak
n the wavelength range between 465 and 495 nm is decreased, whe
nd 540 nm is increased considerably. �c� Fluorescence emission spe
rotein �lower panel� obtained in 5-min time intervals. Compared to
�c�� alone, the peak of the fluorescence spectrum is shifted toward a
f the EYFP-ECFP hybrid protein �upper panel� and the EYFP-Cerulean
e� Fluorescence decay curves of the EYFP-ECFP hybrid protein �upp
-min time intervals in the wavelength range from 465 to 495 nm. Com
r Cerulean �Fig. 2�e��, the fluorescence decay is accelerated. All data
Color online only.�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 031205-
pared to ECFP, whose lifetime was determined to be
�2.33�0.19� ns in living cells, the fluorescence lifetime of
the EYFP–CFP hybrid protein was accelerated to
�m �5 min�=1.59 ns. Upon irradiation, the donor fluores-
cence lifetime decreased further to �m �25 min�=0.98 ns. In a
series of seven experiments, the mean fluorescence lifetime
decreased from �m �5 min�= �1.45�0.11� ns to

� Confocal image of capillaries filled with purified ECFP �upper panel�
illaries shown in �a�. �c� Fluorescence emission spectra of ECFP �upper
top to bottom: 0 to 5 min: dark blue; 5 to 10 min: light blue; 10 to
. �d� Time course of the fluorescence intensity of ECFP �upper panel�
�e� Fluorescence decay curves of ECFP �upper panel� and Cerulean
-min time intervals. Colors are assigned as described earlier. All data

EYFP-ECFP and EYFP-Cerulean hybrid protein. �a� Confocal image of
the EYFP-Cerulean hybrid protein �lower panel�. �b� Streak images

s of ECFP and Cerulean �Fig. 2�b�� shows that the fluorescence signal
acceptor �EYFP� fluorescence in the wavelength range between 510

f the EYFP-ECFP hybrid �upper panel� and the EYFP-Cerulean hybrid
rescence spectra of HEK293 cells expressing ECFP or Cerulean �Fig.

r emission wavelengths. �d� Time course of the fluorescence intensity
protein �lower panel� in the wavelength range from 465 to 495 nm.

el� and the EYFP-Cerulean hybrid protein �lower panel� obtained in
to the fluorescence decays observed in HEK293 cells expressing ECFP
een processed as described in Fig. 2. Colors are assigned accordingly.
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m �25 min�= �0.98�0.08� ns. When it is assumed that do-
or and acceptor fluorophores are separated by a single dis-
ance, a FRET efficiency of 37% can be calculated with Eq.
3� from the initial value. During the course of the experi-
ent, however, the lifetime decreased to �m �25 min�
0.98 ns. Based on the latter value, a FRET efficiency of
8% would be calculated, which is beyond the maximal
RET efficiency that should be expected for an ECFP–EYFP
RET pair: GFP and its variants consist of an 11-stranded
-barrel, which has the shape of a cylinder with a length of
.2 nm and a diameter of 2.4 nm.14,20 Since the fluorophore is
ocated almost in the geometric center of the cylinder,14,20 the

inimal distance between the fluorophores that is physically
ossible is about 5 nm. This is close to the Förster distance of
.9 nm for the ECFP and EYFP pair.21 Thus, with a stoichi-
metry of 1:1 between donor and acceptor molecules, FRET
fficiencies above 50% should not be observed.

Similar results are observed for the analog hybrid-protein
ontaining the Cerulean fluorophore: Compared to Cerulean
lone, whose lifetime was determined to be �2.66�0.13� ns
n living cells, the fluorescence lifetime of the EYFP–
erulean hybrid protein was decreased to �m �5 min�
1.75 ns and �m �25 min�=0.95 ns. In a series of eight ex-
eriments, fluorescence lifetimes decreased from �m �5 min�
�1.71�0.07� ns to �m �25 min�= �1.01�0.09� ns. The first
alue would correspond to a FRET efficiency of 35%, which
s almost identical to the FRET efficiency calculated in the
ase of the EYFP–ECFP hybrid protein. After irradiation, a
RET efficiency of 62% would have been calculated.

Discussion
hen and where proteins associate with each other in living

ells are key questions in many biological research projects.
ne way to address these questions is to measure the extent of
RET between proteins that have been labeled with appropri-
te donor and acceptor fluorophores. Many methods have
een published to estimate the extent of FRET. Among them,
uorescence lifetime imaging �FLIM� microscopy is consid-
red to be one of the most reliable methods for FRET mea-
urements in living cells, since fluorescence lifetimes are in-
ensitive to variations in the concentration of the
uorophores, fluctuations in the power of the illumination
ource, and alterations in the optical path.22 But the experi-
ents presented in this paper demonstrate that special care

as to be taken when ECFP and Cerulean are used as donor
uorophores. It has been already shown that fluorescence in-

ensities of ECFP, Cerulean, and other VFPs23,24 decrease
pon one- or two-photon excitation. Here, we show also that
he fluorescence lifetimes of ECFP and Cerulean decrease
pon irradiation, which might seriously impede the interpre-
ation of lifetime-based FRET experiments using ECFP or
erulean as donor molecules. If these effects are not taken

nto account, the decrease in donor fluorescence lifetime
ight be erroneously attributed to FRET, resulting in overes-

imated FRET efficiencies: During the course of our experi-
ent, ECFP bleached to an extent of more than 50%; during

his period, the lifetime decreased from 2.33 ns to 1.28 ns.
he lifetime after irradiation was close to a value �1.45 ns�
e observed initially for the hybrid protein. Being unaware of

his effect, one would have misinterpreted the decrease in do-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 031205-
nor fluorescence lifetime as FRET. The same applies to Cer-
ulean, which also bleached to an extent of more than 50%
during the course of the experiment and whose lifetime de-
creased from 2.66 ns to 1.52 ns. These results could be con-
firmed for the isolated proteins: Upon irradiation, the fluores-
cence lifetimes of both ECFP and Cerulean decreased.

In principle, several processes can contribute to such a
decrease in fluorescence lifetime:

• Photobleaching: If ECFP and Cerulean were a mixture
of two isomers of different lifetimes and if the component
with the longer fluorescence lifetime photobleached more rap-
idly, then the overall fluorescence lifetime of the mixture of
both isomers would decrease upon irradiation.

• Photoconversion: Irradiation of ECFP and Cerulean
could induce a photochemical reaction of the chromophore
that yielded an isomer with a shorter fluorescence lifetime.

From the present data, it is difficult to distinguish between
both cases. At first glance, the first mechanism appears to be
supported by the crystal structure of ECFP, which shows that
indeed two isomeric forms of ECFP exist.25 According to the
crystal structure, the overall topology of ECFP is mainly iden-
tical to that of the 11-stranded GFP �-barrel, with the auto-
catalytically formed chromophore positioned �in a single con-
formation� within the central helix. Structural differences
arise from the residues Tyrl45 and Hisl48 that are oriented
toward the chromophore in GFP, whereas in one of the ECFP
conformations, either the Tyrl45 �B� conformation� or the
His148 side-chain �A� conformation� is moved toward the
outside and exposed to the solvent. Although it is tempting to
speculate that these structural properties might give rise to the
fluorescent properties, proof for such a correlation does not
exist. In contrast, 19F NMR studies indicate that the confor-
mations interconvert on a millisecond time scale.25,26 In our
study, however, we show that the mean fluorescence lifetime
decreases and remains shortened over the entire measurement
period, which indicates that the isomers do not interconvert. If
the isomers interconverted on a millisecond time scale, a de-
crease of the fluorescence lifetime should not be observed.
Thus, in our eyes, it is unlikely that the two structural arrange-
ments of ECFP that are identified by the crystal structure are
the basis for the two lifetime components of ECFP we ob-
served in our experiments.

In Cerulean, the mutation H148D was introduced to stabi-
lize the solvent exposure of this residue �by substituting the
imidazole with a carboxyl group�, but surprisingly, the struc-
tural arrangement of Cerulean in this region follows closely
the structure of the ECFP B� structure.27 The hydrophilic car-
boxyl group of H148D points toward the interior, whereas the
hydrophobic methyl group of Y145A is exposed to the sol-
vent. Contrary to ECFP, the indole group of Cerulean adopts a
cis configuration with respect to the imidazoline ring chro-
mophore itself. The x-ray structure of Cerulean shows only a
single conformation of the chromophore and the surrounding
residues. Accordingly, only one fluorescence lifetime should
be observed, which is �almost� the case for the unexposed
sample. However, our results show that upon irradiation, a
second isomer predominates. Relating these structural details
to the fluorescence properties is, however, difficult. It appears
that the protein main chain plays an important role in stabi-
lizing the chromophore structure in both the trans- or cis-
May/June 2008 � Vol. 13�3�7
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onfiguration and might be an important factor influencing the
uorescence lifetime of ECFP and Cerulean, respectively. It
ight be that subtle structural changes, which cannot be re-

olved by the x-ray structure, have a dramatic impact on the
uorescence lifetime. On the other hand, the fact that the fluo-
escence lifetimes are changed irreversibly �at least on the
ime scale of our experiments� indicates that the energy bar-
ier between the isomers must be at least high enough that the
somers do not interconvert at room temperature. In this light,
photoinduced reaction �e.g., photoconversion� might appear

s a good explanation of the decrease of the fluorescence life-
ime. But most likely both mechanisms, photobleaching and
hotoconversion, occur simultaneously. No matter what
echanism is involved, the fact that the shape of the fluores-

ence emission spectra does not change noticeably during ex-
osure indicates that the isoforms involved have similar emis-
ion spectra.

In our experiments, ECFP and Cerulean were exposed to
he same laser power. Under these conditions, ECFP and Cer-
lean show a considerable decrease in both the fluorescence
ntensity and the fluorescence lifetime. But when comparing
he data, one has to keep in mind that compared to ECFP,
erulean has a higher extinction coefficient

43,000 M−1 cm−1 versus 29,000 M−1 cm−1� and a higher
uantum yield �0.62 versus 0.37�. Thus, with respect to the
umber of photons emitted by the sample, Cerulean makes up
much better tag for both intensity- and lifetime-based FRET
easurements. This, however, does not mean that it is not

ossible to get reasonable results with ECFP as a donor fluo-
ophore. The comparison of the FRET efficiencies obtained
rom the EYFP–ECFP hybrid protein after 5 min of irradia-

ig. 5 Fluorescence lifetime images obtained from HEK293 cells expr
mage of HEK293 cells expressing the EYFP-ECFP hybrid protein cytos
echnique. A biexponential function has been fitted to the fluoresce
ncoded by color ranging from red �1.0 ns� to blue �3.0 ns�. �b� Fluo
een bleached with the Ar 514-nm line in the left part of the scannin
ontrol values. This experiment proves that the decrease in the fluores
nd not to artifacts. �Color online only.�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 031205-
tion with the homolog Cerulean protein shows also that ex-
periments based on ECFP lifetime measurements can yield
good results. One has only to make sure that excitation time
and excitation power are kept low. In the setting of a confocal
microscope, this applies not only for the laser, but also for the
mercury lamp. Tramier et al.28 have nicely shown also that
illumination with a mercury lamp for less than a minute can
decrease the ECFP lifetime considerably. Thus, even during
the screening for transfected cells, fluorescence lifetimes can
be artificially decreased. This can explain the variability ob-
served in ECFP lifetime measurements and emphasizes the
need for additional controls to verify that observed decreases
in donor fluorescence lifetime are due only to FRET and not
to photoconversion. Such an additional control can be
achieved by spectrally resolved fluorescence lifetime mea-
surements in a streak camera or a multiwavelength time-
correlated single photon counting �TCSPC� setup, in which
both the donor and the acceptor fluorescence decay are re-
corded simultaneously. With these techniques, it is possible to
verify that the observed decrease in donor fluorescence life-
time is matched by a corresponding increase of acceptor fluo-
rescence, which at the same time excludes that the decrease in
donor lifetime is caused by other quenching processes, pho-
tobleaching, and/or photoconversion. Another useful control,
which can even be performed in a conventional TCSPC setup,
would be to photobleach the acceptor after the experiment, as
it is shown in the example presented in Fig. 5. If a decrease in
donor fluorescence lifetime is exclusively due to FRET, then
the donor lifetime must recover to control values after pho-
tobleaching of the acceptor.

he EYFP-ECFP hybrid protein in the cytosol. �a� Fluorescence lifetime
. Fluorescence lifetime data have been acquired by using the TCSPC

cay curves recorded in each pixel. Mean fluorescence lifetimes are
e lifetime recorded after acceptor photobleaching. The acceptor has

. Fluorescence lifetimes in this part of the scan area recovered to the
lifetime recorded before acceptor photobleaching is due only to FRET
essing t
olically
nce de
rescenc
g field
cence
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